OIKOS HELPING HAND LEARNING CENTER

Name: Reychelle Y. Dalanon
Gender: Female
Date of Birth: May 20, 2015
Weight: Under Nourished | Neutral | Above Average
Daily Meals: 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | More
Health Issues: No / Yes
Siblings: 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | None
Address: Hernandez Comp. kasoy corn. Kaimito St. Verdant Acres Las Piñas City
Correspondence Address: Hernandez Comp. kasoy corn. Kaimito St. Verdant Acres Las
Piñas City
House (building materials): Concrete | Wood | Cardboards | Mixed Debris | Others
House Lease: Owned | Rental | Share | Squatter | others
Neighbourhood Community Risk: No Risk | Low Risk | Mid Risk | High Risk
Brief Report:
Reychalle is turning to 4 years old this year, and she is the 6th child of the family her 3
step-siblings are in the province with their grandparents who taking care of them and
supports the study. The mother is in the house to take care of them but sometimes if it is
in need the mother gets some extra laundry to help her husband. The father only works
for the family as tricycle a driver for almost 8yrs. And earned 8,000 pesos per month, but
sometimes the father attacked his asthma he cant drive so the mother help her to get
money for their daily needs because the father has a maintenance of medicine 45 pesos
per day so for 1 month 1350 pesos cost for the medicine, and from the income of the
father they get all their needs and expenses for the house rent 1000 pesos per month,
water bill outside 600 pesos per month and for the electricity is 1500 per month. And all
the member of the family had asthma so if the father is sick the grandparent support for
them, and also the family of her mother but a little amount of money.

